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Diplomatics

Diplomatics developed as a science and a discipline for the 
purpose of verifying the authenticity of records of 
uncertain or contested origin.

The discipline comprises the principles and rules that should 
guide the verification of a record’s authenticity.

The science comprises theory, methodology and practice:

• Theory describes the nature of a record and its components 
(medium, form, persons, action, etc.) 

• Methodology establish the procedure to follow in the critical 
analysis of a record

• Practice, the exercise of which results in a branch of 
diplomatics named “special diplomatics,” applies theory and 
methodology to real situations 



Diplomatics 1 

Diplomatic science controls the discipline, because the 
principles and rules that guide the scholar must be 
consistent with the theory of the record and with the 
methodology on which criticism is based.

Diplomatics was conceived and arrived to us as a self-
contained and self-referent system that reflects the 17th

century ideas on acquisition of knowledge by 
means of empirical research, on the record as 
evidence, and on evidence as inference or 
deduction.



Diplomatics 2

Diplomatics sought to establish a record’s content 
legal and historical truth on the basis of its 
documentary truth. 

“Moving from the observation of perceptible matters of fact 
(the elements of the document itself) to assertions about 
imperceptible matters of fact (the past in which the 
document was created), diplomatics nurtured the belief 
that knowledge about a reality to which there was no 
direct access could be attained by examining its 
documentary traces.”[i]

[i] Heather MacNeil, Trusting records in a postmodern 
world, in Archivaria 51, 2001, p. 36-47, at p. 39.



Diplomatics 3
Traditionally, diplomatics has studied individual medieval 

documents that related to acts either ad substantiam or 
ad probationem. 

Its usefulness was initially limited to solve legal 
diatribes and later to support philological and 
historical research.

Between mid-19th century and mid 20th century it was used 
as an auxiliary science of history.

Archivists have used it as one of the methods for 
establishing the provenance of records and 
understanding their nature as records, rather than 
as historical sources.



Diplomatics 4

• In the second half of the 20th century, some scholars have 
tried to apply diplomatic methodology to the study of 
modern administrative records. 

• Paola Carucci offered the most substantial contribution by 
redefining the record in a more inclusive way and 
focusing her attention on the business procedure
generating the record, as opposed to the documentary 
procedure [I]

• This change in focus broadened the sphere of diplomatics to 
include a consideration of the relationships among the records 
resulting from the same business process, thereby integrating 
diplomatics with archival science. 

[I] Paola Carucci, Il documento contemporaneo. Diplomatica e criteri di 
edizione, Roma, 1987 (La Nuova Italia Scientifica).



Diplomatics 5
Between 1989 and 1992, I wrote a series of articles published in 

Archivaria 29--33,[i] with the intent of extending the concepts and 
methods of diplomatics to contemporary records of all kinds. 

The origin of this effort was based on a compelling need and two 
assumptions. The need was related to my teaching responsibilities.

The assumptions were:

1) Diplomatics is a live science, capable of renewal without 
compromising its theoretical and methodological foundations.

2) The concepts and principles of diplomatics can be used in 
the design of digital systems for record-making and record-
keeping.

[i] Subsequently published in one volume: Luciana Duranti, Diplomatics: 
new uses for an old science, Lanham, Maryland, and London, 1998 
(Scarecrow Press, with Society of American Archivists and Association of 
Canadian Archivists)



Diplomatics 6
Results of the first assumption:

• A broader definition of record

• The creation of two new categories of records in addition to dispositive
and probative records: supporting and narrative records, for which the 
written form was not required [to these InterPARES 2 added instructive 
records--providing guidance on the way in which content or 
external data or documents are to be presented, such as scores, 
scripts, regulations, manuals of procedure, instructions for filling out forms), 
and enabling records, for the performance of artworks (software 
patches), the execution of business transactions (interacting business 
applications), the conduct of experiments (a workflow generated and 
used to carry out an experiment of which it is instrument, byproduct and 
residue), the analysis of observational data (interpreting software), etc.]

• A more precise articulation of the concept of annotation

• The removal of medium from the elements of form (now part of the 
technological context), and

• The introduction of the concepts of procedural phases and 
categories of procedures. 



Diplomatics 7

The second assumption, that diplomatics could be used 
to design information systems, was presented as a 
logical argument, but, differently from the first, was not 
tested, because the transformation of a discipline 
conceived for analyzing and evaluating historical material 
in a method for designing and building a digital system is 
not evident or even only implicit in the presentation of 
concepts, principles and methods and its realization 
cannot be left to the creativity of those who design and 
build information systems.



Diplomatics 8
Thus, between 1994 and 1997, I developed and carried out with 

Terry Eastwood a research project called The Preservation of 
the Integrity of Electronic Records, the purpose of which 
was to identify and define the nature of an electronic record and 
the conditions necessary to ensure its integrity while maintained 
by the creator in active or semiactive state. Heather MacNeil was 
our graduate research assistant[i]

In 1995, the US Department of Defense (DOD) joined us with the 
intent of designing a record-making and record-keeping 
system based on the theory and method of diplomatics
(the story behind this).

[i] The findings of the project are published in Luciana Duranti, Terry 
Eastwood and Heather MacNeil, The Preservation of the Integrity of 
Electronic Records (Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic Publishing, 2002). 



Diplomatics 9

• From a theoretical point of view, the UBC/DoD project 
integrated the theory of diplomatics and archival science. In 
defining the components of a record it added the context and 
the archival bond to the medium, form, action, persons and 
content. To the list of the persons necessary to the existence of a 
record, it added the originator and the creator. It defined the 
concepts of reliability and authenticity.

• From a methodological point of view, it produced rules for 
record-making and record-keeping by the creator which are 
consistent with the concepts and principles of diplomatics and 
archival science. 

• It also produced the DoD 5015.2 Standard (1997, revised 2007). 

See Design criteria standard for electronic records management 
software applications (DOD 5015.2-STD). This standard was also 
used by MoReq 1, 2 and 10



Diplomatics 10 
In the fall of 1998, SSHRC funded the first InterPARES 

project, which used diplomatics:

as a methodology, to understand electronic records
and to develop a method for preserving their 
authenticity in the long term, and 

as one of the objects of research, to see whether its 
concepts and methodology could stand the test of 
time and deal with the challenge of electronic records 

In the past 24 years, SSHRC has funded 5 iterations of 
InterPARES, all using diplomatics as both a method and 
an object of research.



InterPARES and Diplomatics

Concepts:

• Refinement of the definition of records

• Refinement of the definition of authenticity

• Definition of authentication

• Return to the concepts of extrinsic and intrinsic elements 
of form

• Separation of annotations from form

• Identification of technological context as a 
necessary part of the record

• Development of the concept of trustworthiness



Digital Record Necessary 
Components

• Act: an action in which the record participates or which the 
record supports  (naturalness and impartiality)

• Persons Concurring to Its Creation: author, writer, 
originator, addressee, and creator

• Archival Bond: explicit linkages to other records inside or 
outside the system (uniqueness and interrelationship)

• Identifiable Contexts: juridical-administrative, provenancial, 
procedural, documentary, technological

– Medium: necessary part of the technological context, not of 
the record

• Fixed Form and Stable Content



Digital Record Characteristics

• Formal Elements: constituent parts of the record 
documentary form as shown on its face, e.g. address, 
salutation, preamble, complimentary close

• Metadata: the attributes of the records that demonstrate its 
identity and integrity

• Digital Components: stored digital entities that either 
contain one or more records or are contained in the record 
and require a specific preservation measure

http://www.interpares.org/ip2/display_file.c
fm?doc=ip2_ontology.pdf

http://www.interpares.org/ip2/display_file.cfm?doc=ip2_ontology.pdf




Stored and Manifested Records

• Stored record: it is constituted of the digital component(s) used in 
re-producing it, which comprise 1. the data to be processed in order 
to manifest the record (content data and form data) and 2. the rules
for processing the data, including those enabling variations 
(composition data)

• Manifested record: the visualization of the record in a form 
suitable for presentation to a person or a system. Sometimes, it 
does not have a corresponding stored record, but it is re-created 
from fixed content data when a user’s action associates them with 
specific form data and composition data (e.g. a record produced 
from a relational database)



Fixed Form

• An entity has fixed form if its binary content is stored so that 
the message it conveys can be rendered with the same 
documentary presentation it had on the screen when first 
saved (different digital presentation: Word to .pdf)

• An entity has fixed form also if the same content can be 
presented on the screen in several different ways in a limited 
series of possibilities: we have a different documentary 
presentation of the same stored record having stable 
content and fixed form (e.g. statistical data viewed as a pie 
chart, a bar chart, or a table)



Stable Content

• An entity has stable content if the data and the message 
it conveys are unchanged and unchangeable, meaning 
that data cannot be overwritten, altered, deleted or 
added to

• Bounded Variability: when changes to the 
documentary presentation of a determined stable 
content are limited and controlled by fixed rules, so that 
the same query, algorithm, or interaction always 
generates the same result, or we have different views of 
different subsets of content, due to the intention of the 
author or to different operating systems or applications



Types of Digital Records

Static: They do not provide possibilities for 
changing their manifest content or form beyond 
opening, closing and navigating: e-mail, reports, 
sound recordings, motion video, snapshots of 
web pages 

Interactive: They present variable content, form, 
or both, and the rules governing the content and 
form of presentation may be either fixed or 
variable



Interactive Entities

• Non-dynamic: the rules governing the presentation of 
content and form do not vary, and the content 
presented each time is selected from a fixed store of 
data. Ex. Interactive web pages, online catalogs or 
inventories, records enabling performances—they are 
records

• Dynamic: the rules governing the presentation of 
content and form may vary—they are either information 
systems or potential records



Trustworthiness
Authenticity

The trustworthiness 
of a record that is 
what it purports to 
be, untampered
with and 
uncorrupted

based on:

•identity

•Integrity

•reliability and 
integrity of the 
system

Reliability

The trustworthiness of 
a record as a 
statement of fact,

based on:

• the competence of 
its author (the 
person who has the 
authority and 
capacity to issue it)

• the controls on its 
creation

Accuracy

The correctness 
and precision 
of a record’s 
content

based on:

• the 
competence of 
its author

• the controls on 
content 
recording and 
transmission



Usefulness of Diplomatics

• Demonstrated when systems were designed to contain 
data rather than records

• Showed what attributes of a record’s identity are implicit 
in the system and need to be made explicit and linked to 
the record to ensure that they are not lost when the record is 
removed from the system

• Revealed the fundamental indifference of the creator to the 
issue of authenticity, due to unfounded confidence in 
technology

• Supported the identification of the requirements for a 
presumption of authenticity. I would like to focus on this 
specific contribution.



Diplomatic Authenticity
• Diplomatics has always been concerned with the authenticity of 

records and, since first developed in 1681, it has aimed to establish 
a scientific methodology for determining the authenticity of any 
record. 

• This methodology examined the form of the record, that is, the 
rules of representation used to convey a message, and the records’ 
degree of perfection (draft, copy, original). 

• Form is physical, i.e. the external make-up of a records (e.g. ink), 
and intellectual, i.e. its internal articulation (e.g. salutation). If both 
correspond to the practice of the presumed or declared time, place, 
and author, then the record is authentic. 

• The analytical approach of diplomatics aims to establish on the 
record itself that the record is what it appears to be, or what 
whoever submits it as evidence of a fact or an act claims it to be. 



Archival Authenticity

• Archival science includes authenticity among the qualities that 
characterize every record, together with naturalness, impartiality, 
interrelatedness, and uniqueness, and links it to them. 

• All records are authentic with respect to their creator, that is, 
the natural or juridical person who makes or receives them, and keeps 
them for further action or reference, that is, for its own legitimate 
purposes, even when, diplomatically, they are forgeries.

• Archival documents are authentic when they are created (made or 
received and kept) for the need to act through them and when they 
are preserved as faithful witness of facts and acts by the creator and 
its legitimate successors.

• Archival science, by linking the record to its context of creation 
and preservation, extended authenticity from being a property of the 
record itself to being a property of procedures, and further tied it to 
unbroken custody



Authenticity in the Digital Environment

• There was no question in archival science that the identity of a record, and 
therefore its authenticity, resided in the provenance and documentary 
context of the record, but this fact turned out to be linked to the 
immutability of a record affixed to a medium “permanently”, that 
is to its integrity.

• Since its beginning, the InterPARES project understood that, in the digital 
environment, authenticity could no longer reside only in the 
records’ context.

• In fact, even if the relationships between and among the records 
established at creation remained intact throughout their use, maintenance 
and preservation, the documentary component of the entity record 
could lose integrity (a quality of the record that was never before in the 
equation for establishing authenticity at the side of identity), because its 
content, structure and form are no longer inextricably linked.

• Thus, InterPARES returned to diplomatic authenticity and looked separately 
to identity and integrity.



Identity
Identity refers to the attributes of a record that uniquely characterize it
and distinguish it from other records. These attributes include: 

• the names of the persons concurring in its creation (i.e., author, 
addressee, writer, originator, creator); 

• its date(s) of creation (i.e. making, receipt, filing) and 
transmission; 

• the matter or action in which it participates; 

• the expression of its relationships with other records (e.g. 
classification code); and 

• an indication of any attachment(s)

On this basis InterPARES identified the necessary identity metadata



Integrity
Integrity refers to the quality of being complete and unaltered in all 

essential respects. 

We need information that helps infer that the record is the same 
as when created (integrity metadata or properties):

 name(s) of handling persons over time

 name of person primarily responsible for keeping the 
record

 indication of additions (annotations) made to the record

 indication of technical changes (e.g. format, encoding, 
upgrading, changes to digital components, migration)

 indication of presence or removal of a digital signature

 planned removal from the system, transfer to a custodian

 existence and location of duplicates outside the system

The last two bullets establish a proper chain of custody



Diplomatics and Preservation 
InterPARES determined that digital records cannot be preserved. It is 
only possible to preserve our ability to re-produce or re-create them. 

• For records that are the counterpart of traditional paper records, the physical 
form in which they are stored is necessarily different from what is displayed on 
a screen or printed on paper, as well as from the physical form of the record in 
a computer processor. As mentioned, InterPARES introduced the concept of a 
stored record. 

– The record we keep is the stored digital encoding of a record. It is distinguished 
from the manifested record, which is either a copy of the record in a form 
suitable for human use or in a form suitable for use in an automated system 
designed to process such records. 

– The general requirement for digital records, then, is that regardless of how a 
record is represented in bits in digital storage, it must be possible to generate a 
manifested record that has all the identifying attributes of the first effective 
version of that record (i.e. the original).

• For digital records of which there are no analogue precedents, such as records 
in dynamic, interactive and experiential systems, it is not possible to preserve, 
in digital form, a record intended for human use.



System Integrity?
• Thus, digital records are always new, always green. Given this, 

how do we know whether they are authentic… whether their 
identity and integrity is the same of when they were first produced?

• Some countries, like Canada, have established that records are 
authentic if we can demonstrate the integrity of the system(s) 
where the records have been stored at any given time.

• But system integrity is a deduction based on system/record 
security, i.e. the protection of the system/records from 
unauthorised access, use, alteration or destruction.

• In a world where integrity of a system is an inference we make 
from policy and rules, from which one infers integrity of the 
record, from which one infers its authenticity and then 
trustworthiness, security is the new authenticity. 



Meaning for Authenticity Assessment

The fundamental difference between the authenticity of analogue and 

digital records is in the fact that, while the authenticity of analogue 

material can be proven and verified on its face and only exceptionally is 

circumstantial or extrinsic evidence necessary, the authenticity of digital 

material cannot.

The assessment of the authenticity of digital material

• relies on circumstantial evidence such as 

– the integrity of the system hosting it, 

– the policies and procedures controlling it, and 

– the technology encrypting or securing the access to it.

• is always an inference based on extrinsic elements such as significant 

properties included in identity and integrity metadata, and here is 

where diplomatics remains into play



Can We Use Artificial Intelligence?

Artificial Intelligence Systems (AIS) are computing systems using 

algorithms capable of carrying out complex tasks that were once 

believed to be the sole domain of natural intelligence: 

processing large quantities of information, 

calculating and predicting, 

learning and adapting responses to changing situations, 

recognizing and classifying objects. 

Question: 

Can we develop AIS for carrying out competently and efficiently an 

authentication based on diplomatic elements, all the while respecting 

the nature and ensuring the continuing trustworthiness of the 

records?



I Trust AI Project Goal

The overall goal of I Trust AI is to design, develop, and leverage

Artificial Intelligence to support the ongoing availability and 

accessibility of trustworthy records by forming a sustainable, 

ongoing partnership producing original research, training students 

and other highly qualified personnel (HQP), and generating a 

virtuous circle between academia, archival institutions, 

government records professionals, and industry, a feedback loop 

reinforcing the knowledge and capabilities of each party. 



Objectives

• Identify specific AI technologies that can address critical 

records and archives challenges;

• Determine the benefits and risks of using AI technologies 

on records and archives;

• Ensure that archival diplomatics concepts and principles 

inform the development of responsible AI; and

• Validate outcomes from Objective 3 through case studies 

and demonstrations.



Expected Outcomes

The project will improve upon existing tools and create new 

Machine Learning tools that will address archival needs, based on 

the understanding of the record and of its elements as developed 

by diplomatics, such as 

• machine translation, 

• image recognition and description,

• optical character recognition (OCR) and handwritten text 

recognition,

• text classification



In the meanwhile…
• Diplomatics is being discovered by its original users, notaries, 

lawyers, tribunals…

• The standard English legal text on the use of digital records as 
evidence in a court of law now includes a chapter on authentication 
that I co-wrote with a practicing lawyer, where the concepts, 
principles and methods of diplomatics are presented and explained 
[I]. In the formal reviews of the book, this chapter is the most 
praised, because of the diplomatics content, considered most helpful 
to assess authenticity.

• Maybe, it is a case on “an old sciences for new uses” becoming “a 
new science for old uses” 

[I] Luciana Duranti and Allison Stanfield, “Authenticating Electronic Evidence,” 

in Stephen Mason and Daniel Seng eds. Electronic Evidence and Electronic 
Signatures 5th ed. (London, UK: University of London, 2021), 236–278.



Thank you!

luciana.duranti@ubc.ca

www.interpares.org

www.interparestrustai.org
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